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City
Seekers
ROWING UP IN THE

suburbs, I spent my
childhood far from the
city centre. My friends
and I would venture downtown
only for the occasional cultural
outing or to visit the main
library for a school research
project. (Remember scrolling
through microfiche?)
I wasn’t really exposed to
city life until the summer of
my second to last year in high
school, when I joined my father
on a business trip to Singapore.
The flight alone – aboard a Pan
Am 747 – was exciting enough
for this schoolgirl. When I
awoke from a nap to find my
dad’s seat empty, the flight
attendant informed me, “He’s
upstairs at the bar.” (There’s a
bar? Upstairs?)
In Singapore, we stayed
with friends in a high-rise
on Orchard Road, a bustling
boulevard of shops and
restaurants and entertainment
like I’d never seen. I sampled
dishes at the food stalls
of Newton Circus, snuck
sips of Singapore Slings at
the iconic Raffles Hotel,
explored temples and tourist
attractions, and met locals and
expats from all over. That trip
inspired a love of travel that
would shape my life personally
and professionally.
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Though beach holidays may
beckon with their laid-back
ease, cities entice with energy,
excitement, and the promise
of diverse dining, shopping,
nightlife, culture – whatever
you want. The irresistible
juxtaposition of grit and
glam, high and low, risk
and reward reminds us that
anything can happen.
And there’s always something happening. That’s why
this issue celebrates cities
around the globe. In these
pages, we asked Virtuoso
travel advisors to share their
best tips for their favourite
metropolises, with insider
advice on what to do – and
what to skip. There’s much
more, from dining in Montréal
and Mexico City to shopping
in Vienna, and bar-hopping in
Perth. With so much to do, it’s
no wonder these cities never
sleep. There’ll be time for that
back home.
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The Virtuoso Life

TIP

DISPATCHES FROM VIRTUOSO INSIDERS

Just Back

Try the vending
machines, says Moore.
“On nearly every street
corner, including in the
suburbs, there’s a vending
machine that dispenses
just about every foodstuff you could possibly
imagine, along with a wide
range of comic books. I
was daring enough to try
one of the coffees and was
pleasantly surprised.”

JAPAN

Tales from the country’s
western coast.

Sydney-based travel advisor Jane Moore
recently returned from a six-day excursion
to Japan as part of an educational tour
with a group of Australia-based Virtuoso
advisors. The group bounced from Osaka
and Kyoto to Hakone and Tokyo. Here, a
few highlights from their travels.

WHY GO: “The magnificent landscape (Japan
is mostly mountainous), the warm and inviting people who just want to know about
you as a person, their ancient culture that

dates back thousands of years, and the
incredible gourmet food.”

ITINERARY: Moore and her companions
enjoyed a tour of Osaka Castle, a visit
to Kyoto’s lively Nishiki Market, a firstclass ride on one of the famous bullet
trains, and an elaborate Kabuki performance in Tokyo.
WHERE TO STAY: “The Aman Tokyo. Where
else in the world can you draw your

blinds back to reveal magnificent views
of Mount Fuji and then [bathe in] your
own private ofuro? It’s moments like
these that make me realise just how
incredibly lucky I am.”

NEXT TIME: “I’d love to go in the winter to
watch the amusing antics of the snow
monkeys in Nagano Prefecture. They
frolic all day in and around hot springs
pools, providing an entertaining spectacle
for visitors.”

SUNSHINE AND SEMINARS
In January, Virtuoso agency owners and managers from across the world poured into
Palm Springs, California, for the Virtuoso Global Forum. During the three-day event
aimed at networking and hearing from travel industry experts, participants from Australia and New Zealand drank in the California sunshine and attended a variety of seminars
and meetings to help them bring even better experiences to Virtuoso travellers.

(JAPAN) JANE MOORE, (PALM SPRINGS) ROBERT STANZIONE

Top: Australian advisors strike a pose with Kabuki performers in Tokyo.
At left, representing Australia and New Zealand in Palm Springs
(left to right): Dale Wood, Michael Londregan, Barbara Whitten,
Anna McMurtrie, Tina Killeen, and Nicholas Young.

ASK THE ADVISORS

What is your favourite city park?

“I love Stanley Park in Vancouver, British
Columbia, for breathtaking views of the
ocean, forest, mountains, harbour, and
city – all in one park, easily accessible
from the city centre. You can walk or bike
the seawall trail, visit the aquarium, stop
for lunch or a drink, and explore nature.”

“One of my favourite city parks is
South Bank Parklands in Brisbane.
Picture a sandy beach, inviting lagoons,
a Nepalese pagoda, walking and
biking paths, a community garden,
picnic areas and cafés – all in the
middle of a bustling city.”

“Every time I’m in Paris, I love
to walk to the Tuileries Garden
with a fresh baguette from
my favourite boulangerie, cheese,
and a bottle of wine. I sit
in a chair and just watch the
world go by.”

– Susan Boehnstedt

– Molly Nunnelly

– Gary Johnson
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C R Y ST A L CLEAR

CHOICES

™

2SAVINGS
EXCLUSIVE
OPPORTUNITIES
CHOOSE FROM

*

From an intrepid transit of the fabled Northwest Passage to the splendour of Europe's riverbanks,
discover your ideal luxury journey, with value that is perfectly tailored to you. Choices have always
been a pillar of the award-winning Crystal Experience®, and now our popular Crystal Clear Choices
program expands to encompass a broad range of Crystal journeys throughout 2017 and 2018 — by
ocean, yacht and river. Choose a cruise fare saving of up to $US1,000 or shipboard credit of up to
$US1,250 when you book a Crystal cruise by March 31, 2017.
Date

Days Voyage Destination

From / To

Ship

Fares From Cruise Fare Savings
(US$)
Per Person (US$)

Shipboard Credit
Per Person (US$)

5 Feb 17

12

8203

Australia

Perth to Sydney

Crystal Symphony®

$4,535

$400

$6,000

19 Jun 17

7

7313

Alaska & Canada

Vancouver to Anchorage

Crystal Serenity®

$3,089

$400

$6,000

15 Aug 17

32

7320

Northwest Passage Seward to New York City

Crystal Serenity®

$24,479

$1,000

$1,250

13 Aug 17

10

7M14R

Danube River

Round-trip Vienna

Crystal Serenity®

$5,710

$400

$6,000

13 Dec 17

10

7M26R

Danube River

Round-trip Vienna

Crystal Serenity®

$4,460

$400

$6,000

CONTACT YOUR VIRTUOSO® TRAVEL
ADVISOR TO BOOK YOUR CRUISE ABOARD
THE WORLD’S BEST AND RECEIVE
EXCLUSIVE VIRTUOSO VOYAGES AMENITIES.

*Book Now Fares are cruise only, apply to new bookings only as of 4 January 2017, must be booked by 31 March 2017, are per person in US dollars based on double occupancy and include taxes, fees and port charges.
Crystal Clear Choices Offer applies the first two guests and are made as Guaranteed bookings only (third berth not eligible) and requires each guest to choose his/her choice of credit to apply to the booking. Maximum
Cruise Fare credit/savings of $1,000 per person and Shipboard spending credits of $1,250 per person apply to voyage 7320 on Crystal Serenity only and are non-transferable, non-refundable, and may not be reimbursed
for cash value. Cruise Fare Savings and shipboard credit offer is only applicable to the first cruise of back-to-back bookings including featured Explorer Combination voyages and Full World Cruise voyages. Crystal
Clear Choices Offer is not combinable with Crystal Getaway voyage bookings and/or any promotional reduced fare bookings. Solo Traveller Fares are available upon request. Virtuoso Voyages events and amenities
are subject to change without notice and may require a minimum number of participants. Amenities vary by departure date. Contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor for more details. Guests must be booked into the
Virtuoso Voyages Group to be eligible for Voyages amenities. All offers may not be combinable with other promotions, apply to first two full-fare guests in stateroom or suite, are capacity controlled, subject to availability,
and may be withdrawn or changed at any time without notice. For complete terms & conditions visit crystalcruises.com ©Crystal Cruises LLC. December 2016. Ships’ registry: The Bahamas and Malta AD17034_C

PASSPORT

PLACES
TRENDS
CULTURE
& STYLE

Dressed for success: Forty
Five Ten’s flagship makes a
splash in Downtown Dallas.

KORENA BOLDING SINNETT

CITY, SLICKER

Hometown style arbiter Neiman Marcus may have introduced the U.S. to aspirational luxury department stores, but cool new kid on the block
Forty Five Ten is ready to give it some friendly competition. Its recently opened four-storey Dallas, Texas, flagship in the Main Street District has become a destination for style-conscious travellers. Warm up with a cappuccino or a flute of Dom at the first-storey coffee and Champagne bar, then
flex those retail muscles. On the shopping list: Fred Leighton jewellery, Miu Miu and Gucci shoes, Smythson stationery and Assouline books, rare
fragrances (including Le Labo, blended to order), and conversation-starting home goods, such as “Drip Tease” bone china mugs from Reiko Kaneko,
literally dripping with gold. If you and your credit card have anything left, pop across the street to the historic Neiman Marcus flagship or the boutique
Joule hotel – home to Traffic Los Angeles, the Taschen Library, an intimate afternoon tea, and an acclaimed spa. 1615 Main Street; fortyfiveten.com.

PASSPORT IS REPORTED BY: Costas Christ, Elaine Glusac, and Kim Brown Seely
M A R C H | A P R I L 2 0 17
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Passport
THE LAYOVER

TORONTO PEARSON

With a train now linking the international hub to downtown and numerous traveller-friendly
enhancements, Canada’s largest city is a welcome waypoint.

Eat

Drink

Head to Lee Kitchen for dim sum
and Asian specialities from local
chef Susur Lee. Standouts at
Twist by Roger Mooking include
short-rib empanadas, roasted cod
with pea tendrils, and chilli-dusted
fried chicken with crunchy basil.
The city’s favourite Jewish deli,
Caplansky’s dishes lox and bagels
and hefty Reuben sandwiches.

Skip the Molson for nearly any
pint from Beerhive’s 15 taps,
many of them local brews, such
as Great Lakes’ Canuck Pale Ale.
Nearby, Tap & Pour serves locally
brewed Mill Street beer.

Get Moving
For a small fee, GoodLife Fitness
offers access to its 930-squaremetre, full-service gym to nonmembers. A nine-station circuittraining area works all major
muscle groups in 20 minutes. No
workout gear? You can borrow it.

TIP
“GoodLife is one of the coolest things I’ve
seen in an airport,” says Virtuoso travel
agency owner Todd Bliwise. “Getting a full
workout with weights, treadmills, etc. is a
great way to spend a stopover.”
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PLANE TALK

Shop
Stock up on ribbed knit hats,
cuddly jumpers, and signature
striped blankets from
Hudson’s Bay Company
Trading Post, representing
Canada’s oldest department
store. The Lolë boutique has
everything from yoga pants
to fur-trimmed parkas from
the Canadian activewear brand.

Rested Development

United Airlines’ new United Polaris international business-class
service comes with not just elevated in-flight dining and lie-flat beds,
but also its own airport lounges. The first Polaris lounge opened
at Chicago O’Hare with food by Oprah’s former chef Art Smith,
Cowshed spa products, and daybeds for catnapping: (future lounges
will appear in Hong Kong, San Francisco, and more) On board, Polaris
cabins’ podlike suites (rolling out this year) feature custom bedding
from Saks Fifth Avenue, “Do Not Disturb” signs, and entertainment
channels devoted to relaxation, such as guided meditation.

Matakauri Lodge, Queenstown

Embraced by a dramatic landscape,
nestled on the fringe of Queenstown
is a magical and private retreat.
It has a place set up just for you.
Get lost in the stunning surroundings
and lively conversation as your chef
prepares a meal as fresh as the air
you’ll breathe. Yours to savour from
the sun drenched deck, overlooking
some of the best scenery New Zealand
has to offer.

Passport
BY THE NUMBERS

ENVIRONMENTALISM ADDS UP

Long before the United Nations declared 2017 the International Year of Sustainable Tourism for
Development, the late Marlon Brando dreamed of creating a luxury resort that would celebrate
indigenous culture and serve as a model for learning about and protecting our fragile planet.
Although he didn’t live to see The Brando become reality, his legacy in French Polynesia survives
under the guidance of his Tahitian-born son, Teihotu, and Richard Bailey, the founder of Pacific
Beachcomber resorts. Here’s a summation of the resort’s efforts.

0

harmful chemicals emitted by
The Brando’s
innovative airconditioning
system; the resort
was the second
in the world to
implement deep
seawater cooling
technology.
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1st resort in the world
granted LEED Platinum
certification, the
highest level of
recognition by the U.S.
Green Building Council.
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(ICON) TIM TORRES/THE NOUN PROJECT, GETTY IMAGES: (FLOWERS) AKEPONG,
(COCONUTS) FCAFOTODIGITAL, (TURTLE) HUBERT YANN, (LETTUCE) TUNED_IN, (COCONUT CRAB) ROC8JAS
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A rare 21-day journey saved for a select few, crossing continents
and delving into the most enthralling destinations on the globe.

AROUND
THE
WORLD
BY PRIVATE
JET
Beijing – Ulaanbaatar – Samarkand – Venice
Orient Express – Reykjavik – Québec City
Cartagena – Kauai

Departing Sydney 31 July 2018. Numbers limited. For more information, see your Virtuoso travel specialist.

Suite Talk

Up in the Air
Three revamped top-storey escapes put
a fresh spin on these classic city views.

ARGENTINE GLAMOUR

Buenos Aires’ 207room Alvear Palace
Hotel recently debuted a renovated top
storey with a pair of
bars, two terraces, and
an indoor pool. Fifteen
new Lounge Suites,
many with private
patios, round out the
overhaul and offer access to a Gatsby-esque
glass-domed lounge
for exclusive daily
cocktail hours.

SOUTH ISLAND SKIES

A butler, a driver, and a
chef staff the new twobedroom penthouse at
New Zealand’s 13-room
Eichardt’s Private
Hotel. But it’s the
largest private deck in
Queenstown – with an
outdoor kitchen, sixperson hot tub, and
views of mountainringed Lake Wakatipu
– that serves as the
suite’s peak asset.

ALFRESCO APERITIFS

Survey downtown
Manila in the distance
while sipping cocktails
at Mirèio, the new
restaurant and rooftop
terrace at the 32-suite
Raffles Makati. Inside,
Provence-raised chef
Nicolas Cegretin redirects the focus from
the Philippines to the
French countryside
with courses of beef tartare and herb-crusted
sea bass.

Clockwise from above: Alvear Palace’s
lounge, grilled beef at Mirèio, and penthouse views at Eichardt’s. Below: Langoustine with squid ink orzotto at Atlantikós.

SKIP THE CAKE: For its fifth birthday, Florida’s 216-room St. Regis Bal Harbour Resort

sprang for $46 million in savoury additions instead. At the new Atlantikós restaurant,
Greek chef Anastasios Chasekioglou preps shareable Mediterranean dishes, such as
pan-fried grouper and grilled haloumi cheese. (Guests can add their own fresh oregano,
rosemary, and thyme at the table.)
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NEW HOTEL

Culture
Club

A stylish new resort makes
waves on Mexico’s Riviera Maya.

As the newest (and perhaps
lushest) addition to Mexico’s
sprawling Mayakoba resort complex on the country’s Caribbean
coast, Andaz Mayakoba succeeds in embracing its surroundings. The 214-room oceanfront
resort – set among 240 hectares
of mangrove preserves and
lagoons – embraces a sense of
place in guest rooms brightly
accented with Mayan decor
and through on-site and nearby
activities aimed at immersing
guests in the area’s local culture.
Virtuoso travel advisor Alicia
Diez shares her insights from a
recent visit.
ANDAZ MAYAKOBA IN THREE
words: “Exciting, fresh, local.”

(SOL TAMARGO) KEVIN J. MIYAZAKI

THE GUEST ROOMS ARE
meant to blend in with the
environment, Diez says. “They’re
comfortable, spacious, and
outfitted in neutral colours that
don’t distract from the surrounding vegetation. Locally
made handicrafts add a modern
pop of colour.”
STANDOUT DESIGN ELEMENTS:
“The pool is stunning, the guestroom buildings have a great
midcentury-style look, and the
resort’s welcome area – ocularshaped and with a small opening
in the ceiling – is meant to feel
like you’re inside a cenote.”
MAKE A DINNER DATE AT
Casa Amate, the resort’s Latin
American restaurant that’s set
in a residential-style space.

Andaz highlights,
clockwise from top
left: A guest-room
bathroom, a pool,
private dinner on
the beach, and
the lagoon.

“There’s a cocktail lounge in
the study and a library room for
large groups,” says Diez. “It has
a cosier feel than other restaurants in the area.”
ASPIRING CHEFS, TAKE NOTE:
“An on-site ‘tacologist’ will teach
guests how to prepare the best
tacos at the resort’s open-air
OllaTaco restaurant,” Diez says.

PICTURE PERFECT

How this Andaz ambassador helps guests get ready for their close-ups.

Andaz Mayakoba’s “Cultural Insiders” programme
pairs guests with local
pros for adventures that
go beyond basic tours.
Sol Tamargo (at right),
cofounder of Del Sol Photography, helps travellers
turn excursions into professional photo sessions.
Here, she discusses making
memories in Mexico.

YOUR FAVOURITE SPOT AT THE
RESORT FOR PHOTOS? “The

canals that cut through the
mangroves are amazing. We
can head out in one of the
resort’s electric boats.”

HOW CAN GUESTS CONNECT WITH
LOCAL CULTURE? “By taking a
traditional cooking class
or swimming in a sacred
cenote. I love helping travellers follow their passions
while documenting it all.”

CAN WE BORROW THAT OUTFIT?
“Not this exact one [by

Mexican designer
Claudia
Bo], but I have others!
We created an experience
called ‘Frida’s Wardrobe.’
It’s a playful tribute to
Frida Kahlo and Mexico’s
traditional clothing
style. Guests dress up,
get their hair and makeup
done, and find their own
andaz [style] during a
photo shoot.”
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Discover Los Angeles with Virtuoso
Known as the Entertainment Capital of the World, Los Angeles is synonymous with warm
weather, blue skies and 120 kilometers of sunny coastline, making it the perfect destination
for exploring outdoors.
Here are some tips on where to go play, eat, shop, relax and watch a sports game in L.A.

Dining
L.A.’s culinary scene is undergoing a renaissance at the moment, making this an ideal time to immerse yourself in the city’s rich and
diverse gastronomy offerings. Below are some must-visit hot spots to check out on your next visit to L.A.:
71Above is one of the newest restaurants to open in Downtown L.A., offering 360-degree views of the entire city. Located on the 71st
floor of the US Bank Tower, enjoy a delicious meal indoors with a floor-to-ceiling view, then proceed downstairs to OUE Skyspace
L.A. where you can take in the view from outdoor decks.
Another mouthwatering option is Gwen in Hollywood, where Australian chef Curtis Stone serves a luxury meat-focused tasting menu,
featuring seasonal ingredients that are pulled from the nearby Hollywood Farmers’ Market and meat prepared by the restaurant’s
adjourning European-style butcher shop. One of the unique features of the restaurant is the enormous wood-burning fire pit that
serves as the centerpiece of the restaurant’s open kitchen.
If you’re on the Westside’s Brentwood
neighborhood, stop by Baltaire—one
of the best steakhouses in Los Angeles
and, if you’re lucky, you may even spot
a celebrity. The outdoor patio allows
you to enjoy lunch in the sun and a
prime cut for dinner under the stars.

Hinoki and The Bird| photo: DYLAN+JENI 3

Another favorite is Hinoki and The
Bird, a Century City hideaway that
serves modern California fare with
a focus on Japanese ingredients,
inspired by Chef Brandon Kida’s
travels. The restaurant offers an openair patio that’s perfect for outdoor
dining any time of year, especially on
warm summer nights.

ADVERTISEMENT

Sports

STAPLES Center at L.A. LIVE

There’s lots of excitement in the air as the L.A. Rams played their
first season in the historic Los Angeles Memorial Coliseum. Did
you know that you can schedule a private tour of the grounds?
It has been over 20 years since L.A. last had a NFL team so
there’s no better time to partake in the celebration. In addition,
L.A. is home to the Dodgers, Lakers and Kings. Angelenos can
testify that one of the best ways to watch a sports game in L.A.
is by securing seats in a private suite where one can enjoy VIP
treatment catered to your every need.

Shopping
For those who are not sport enthusiasts and would rather spend their time elsewhere, outdoor shopping is a nice alternative.
The Grove, an outdoor shopping complex that embodies the L.A. lifestyle, offers guests several luxury brand stores to choose
from. To ensure you get the best experience, pay a visit to the concierge where they can help set up shopping appointments, make
restaurant reservations and even store your shopping bags while you continue to shop.

Rooftop Bars
For the ultimate rooftop pool and bar experience, visitors should book a stay at the SLS Hotel, a Luxury Collection Hotel, Beverly
Hills and take advantage of its Altitude Rooftop Pool. Surrounded by spectacular views of Los Angeles and Beverly Hills, the jewellike Altitude Pool Deck offers a seductive environment of glamour and comfort. Guests can enjoy dedicated poolside service as they
indulge in signature cocktails and light fare by Chef José Andrés. Best of all, Altitude transforms into a poolside lounge with DJs
spinning open-format music on weekend afternoons seasonally.

Altitude Pool Deck | SLS Hotel

Experiences
If you’re in search for a unique hands-on experience, then visitors
should try their hand at driving a Porsche or a Lamborghini on
a racetrack. The newly opened Porsche Driving Experience
Center in Los Angeles offers an electrifying circuit, off-road
courses, Ice Hill and other performance modules, plus an insider’s
look at Porsche’s historic race cars and workshop team inside
a 4,645 sq. m building that houses Porsche Motorsport North
America. Those looking to try their hand at driving other exotic
cars should venture further to Exotics Racing, where they can
learn to drive a Lamborghini or Aston Martin under the guidance
of experienced instructors.
Seeking an up-close and personal experience with Hollywood?
Then make sure to plan a visit to the Warner Bros. Studio Tour
where you can join their six-hour deluxe tour. A guide will take
you deep into the iconic 110-acre lot to see exterior sets, share
behind-the-scenes secrets, explore Post-Production and the
Prop Departments, and visit Stage 48: Script to Screen for an
interactive production experience.

Contact your Virtuoso Travel advisor and start planning your holiday today.

discoverLosAngeles.com

Bon Voyage

Great
Explorations
Lindblad Expeditions is rethinking the way
travellers sail through Europe. The tour company’s recently launched 8- to 14-day itineraries
on the 102-passenger National Geographic Orion
offer more active and in-depth ways to discover
pastoral English countrysides, sleek Danish cities, and other popular European destinations.
Passengers bike, hike, and kayak with a team of
naturalists, historians, and photographers who
also travel aboard to elevate the at-sea agenda. A
resident ethnomusicologist adds a considerable note of cool, curating private performances
by emerging artists along the route. Set off on an
eight-day, London-to-Copenhagen voyage, with
calls in Brussels, Amsterdam, and other ports.
Departure: 14 May.
Enrichment at sea aboard the
National Geographic Orion.

TO CUBA
AND BEYOND
Regent Seven Seas
Cruises celebrates
its 25th anniversary
in 2017 with special
onboard dining
events, a recently
refurbished fleet,
and, along with
several other major
lines, new calls in
Havana. Here,
president and CEO
Jason Montague
shares why cruisers
have plenty to be
excited about.
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“Havana is a big
deal because our
guests have long
dreamt of Cuba, and
we are the first –
and currently only –
luxury line with calls
to Havana on two
upcoming sailings
[in April].”
“Regent also has
its sights set on
northern Europe.
The Seven Seas
Explorer will embark
on its inaugural season there this winter.
We have a host of
new ports in Europe,
including Nantes,
France; Szczecin,
Poland; Antwerp,
Belgium; and
Ferrol, Spain.”

His favourite port
city: “It’s hard to
choose, but I know
one of my wife’s
favourites is Venice.
We just celebrated
our 18th wedding
anniversary there.
Venice has such
incredible history,
fantastic dining
options, and
very romantic
canals and cobblestoned streets.”
A perfect day in
Venice: “Wandering
the narrow passageways and taking in
the city’s remarkable architecture.
We have to stop in
one of the glassblowing shops to

add to our collection
of unique pieces
from past trips. And
we always end up in
Saint Mark’s Square,
sipping espresso at
one of the cafés.”

(JASON MONTAGUE) KEVIN J. MIYAZAKI/GROOMING BY SONG LOPEZ,
(HAVANA) COOKELMA/GETTY IMAGES, (ORION) MARCO RICCA.

Havana (top) and its new
visitor, Seven Seas Explorer.

NEW SHIP

Take a Bow

A new arrival sails onto the luxury cruising scene with spacious
suites, fine dining, and varied wellness innovations.

➊

SEABOURN KNOWS

how to make a debut.
For the Seabourn
Encore, the line’s
fourth – and largest –
ship yet, the cruise
line tapped hospitality
design veteran Adam
D. Tihany (One&Only
Cape Town, Mandarin
Oriental Las Vegas) to
take his sophisticated
aesthetic to the water.
The finished product
feels more like an intimate Italian yacht than
a 600-passenger ship,
albeit one with plenty of
room to spread out. Allsuite accommodations
have private verandas,
and new wellness options and dining outlets
strengthen the appeal.
Virtuoso travel advisor
Jess Yap toured the Encore during its christening in Singapore earlier
this year, and she shared
her highlights with
Virtuoso Life.

BEST FOR : Encore attracts
cruisers looking for
luxe accommodations,
high-end dining, and
elevated entertainment choices. “Although the ship holds
600 passengers, there’s
no sense of feeling
crowded,” Yap says.
“There’s always a private corner available.”

➌
➋

➍

1. Seabourn
Encore’s pool deck.
2. The ship’s main
dining room. 3. A
Wintergarden Suite
solarium, complete
with whirpool tub.
4. The Retreat.

DINNER IS SERVED: “I was delighted to find a Japanese
restaurant on board – a
first for Seabourn,” Yap
says. “The highlight,
though, is The Grill by
Thomas Keller, set in
a glamorous room that
transports passengers
back to the 1960s. The
eclectic playlist, curated
by Keller himself, pro-

vides a great soundtrack
for dining on lobster
Thermidor and sampling
some of the finest vintages at sea.”

SUITE SCOOP: “Space in the
suites is generous,” Yap
says of the ship’s accommodations, which range
from 77 to 400 square
metres. “I especially
love that each has a
walk-in closet, and the
marble-clad bathrooms
are a nice touch.”
CHILL OUT: A new onboard
wellness series, in partnership with Dr. Andrew
Weil, features complimentary yoga, meditation sessions, and mindand body-focussed
seminars. There’s also
The Retreat, a new
cabana-lined pool area
on Deck 12. “Renting a
cabana on an at-sea day
is a great way to relax
and feel like you’re at a
beach resort,” Yap says.
AFTER DARK: U.S. Academy Award-winning lyricist Tim Rice worked
with Seabourn on “An
Evening with Tim
Rice,” a live concert
featuring Rice’s bestknown songs, from
films such as The Lion
King and Beauty and the
Beast. For later hours,
“I like The Club, home
to an innovative craft
cocktail menu and live
band,” Yap says. “You’ll
find the cruise’s night
owls here.”
Following voyages around
Australia, New Zealand,
and the Middle East in
March and April, Encore
heads to the Mediterranean in May.
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City to Go

Smart, Tasteful,
and a Bit of a Rebel
Bologna is the unsung Italian city you’ve always wanted.

BY MIKE DUNPHY PHOTOGRAPHY BY NANNA DĺS

WHY GO Bologna feels more

From top left: Central Piazza Maggiore and a nearby
produce market, La Calzoleria di Max e Giò, Il Piatto
Rotto’s chef, fresh tortellini, and Jukebox Café.
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organic than many other Italian
cities – the narrow lanes of its
preserved medieval core twist
and bend according to the natural
flow of history and humanity
rather than central planning.
Holding all of it seamlessly
together is the city’s exuberant
spirit, which has earned it three
nicknames: “The Learned,” “The
Red,” and “The Fat.” The first pays
tribute to Bologna’s university,
the oldest in Europe; the second,
to its socialist firebrands and terracotta roofs; and the last, most
deliciously, to its tortellini, hearty
dishes, and rich ragu. Best of all,
while mass tourism threatens to
overrun other Italian cities, EmiliaRomagna’s capital remains largely undiscovered by tourists, which

means few lines to see works by
Michelangelo and Raphael – and
much more pleasant experiences
with the art.

EAT Bologna’s largest covered
market, the historic Mercato
delle Erbe (Via Ugo Bassi, 23-25)
places the region’s culinary
traditions on full display in its
central produce stalls and two
adjoining food courts, which turn
the bounty into pizzas, panini,
pastas, and more.
Apothecary jars, scales, wine
bottles, and artwork cover nearly
every surface of the romantic
Drogheria della Rosa (Via Cartoleria 10), a former pharmacy
turned restaurant, where owner
Emanuele Addone visits with

From left: Camera a Sud’s pumpkin soup and
a sidewalk café on Piazza Maggiore.

diners to pontificate about the house tortellini and acclaimed osso buco.
Il Piatto Rotto (Via Righi Augusto, 24)
stands apart from its peers with a cosy
cabinlike interior of reclaimed furniture
and curiosities, and a menu of experimental dishes, such as green ravioli stuffed
with truffles and pears, and a Jackson
Pollock-inspired amberjack ringed with
mango and raspberry sauces.

DRINK Forgive Osteria del Sole (Vicolo
Rano-cchi, 1D) for showing its age: The
wine bar’s scuffed floors and bowed walls
are a testament to the writers, politicians,
academics, and barflies who have loved its
communal atmosphere for more than 550
years. Feel free to BYO picnic to complement the house Chianti or lambrusco.
The canary-yellow walls of Camera a Sud
(Via Valdonica, 5) provide a playful backdrop in this bistro and wine bar. The Italian
poetry and giant octopuses embellishing
the walls emphasise the fun atmosphere
(as do stacks of books and mannequin
parts), but it’s the regional, small-batch
organic wines that locals cheer.
Music inspires Jukebox Café (Via Mentana, 3B), from signed album covers along
the wall and a free jukebox in the back
to cocktails named for bands, includ-

TIP
“My favourite restaurant in
the city is the very small, very
friendly Alice (Via d’Azeglio,
65B). Everything on the menu
is great, but they’re famous
for their antipasti – they bring
you plate upon plate of
different dishes to taste.”

Max to Moscow and Kyoto monthly for
client measurements. A few steps up
the street, Corticelli Cosetta’s (Via
Canonica, 3) father-and-daughter team
carries on the family tradition of crafting
classy and elegant kitten heels, pumps,
T-straps, and other women’s styles.

ing Thyme Impala (rye, thyme, and red
myrtle) and Black Lips, with cinnamon,
blackberries, and rum.

Luxe lingerie maker La Perla (Via Farini, 11)
grew out of Bologna’s once thriving textile
industry and still maintains its headquarters, production facility, and flagship store
here. The line gained international fame
for its delicate frastaglio embroidery (an
antique Florentine technique) and for
the natural fit of its lingerie, achieved by
designing patterns on live models.

SHOP The first company to create solid

STAY Step back in time at Bologna’s

chocolates in Italy, 221-year-old Majani
(Via de’ Carbonesi, 5) still rolls out
the crumbly slabs of chocolate scorza
(bark) it invented. Its Cremino Fiat, a
four-layer cube of chocolate with hazelnut and almond creams, has remained
popular since automaker Fiat commissioned the confection to help launch the
Tipo 4 in 1911.

Grand Hotel Majestic Già Baglioni,
which occupies an eighteenth-century
former seminary built by the future
Pope Benedict XIV in the heart of the
city. Murano chandeliers light the 109
guest rooms, many of which feature
antique chests, four-poster beds, silk
brocade walls, and balconies. Chef
Claudio Sordi serves a refined EmiliaRomagna menu at I Carracci, housed in
an annex topped with sixteenth-century
frescoes – these relative newcomers
are some 1,700 years younger than the
hotel’s preserved Roman road, visible
near the breakfast room.

– Larry Altruda,
Virtuoso travel advisor

Two young cobblers stitch derbies,
oxfords, monk straps, and loafers on
vintage machines in their glass-fronted
shop, La Calzoleria di Max e Giò (Via
dell’Inferno, 22A); their reputation takes
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Seat at the Bar

Late-night libations at The
Standard and (left) the
bar’s frosé cocktail (rosé,
gin, elderflower liqueur, and
strawberry puree).

Perth’s
Boozy Boom
In sunny Western Australia, a chooseyour-own-cocktail-adventure beckons.
BY AMIEE WHITE BEAZLEY

PHOTOGRAPHY BY IAN & ERICK
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P

ERTH MAY BE OUT OF THE WAY, BUT IT POSSESSES A

cocktail and beer landscape that’s anything but off the map.
A recent $3.3 billion renovation of the Elizabeth Quay waterfront helped turn the once sleepy city into a booming
metropolis, and after a change in the state’s small-bar licensing law,
hundreds of craft beer and cocktail bars have opened. The result is
a drinking scene that’s more sophisticated, varied, and creative than

2016

Best for Dining
Mid Size Ship

Seat at the Bar
ever before, with everything from
rum-centric speakeasies to craft beer
hangouts. Here, a few favourites to
add to a Perth bar crawl.
High Expectations

THE STANDARD

Perth averages 265 days of sunshine
per year, and this restaurant and
bar takes advantage of the city’s
great weather with a rooftop deck
built atop a pair of shipping containers behind the restaurant’s in
door dining room. Surrounded by
potted cherry and Chinese elm trees,
guests take in skyscraper views while
sipping signature punch bowls
such as the Madame Mangoes –
vodka, ginger beer, mango puree, lime sherbet, and Maidenii, a
vermouth made with native botanicals. 28 Roe Street; thestandard
perth.com.au.

Artists’ Corner

EZRA POUND

As dark, moody, and original as its
namesake, this self-proclaimed dive
bar is located in the Northbridge
neighbourhood, Perth’s cultural hub.
Visitors find the clandestine spot by
passing through a set of iron gates
and walking down an alley covered
in neon street art to a collection of
dim rooms. Inside, patrons settle
down on reclaimed church benches
with beer bottles wrapped in brown
paper bags or cocktails in jam jars.
Selections from the owners’ LP
collections keep the vibe convivial.
189 William Street; epbar.com.au.
Rum for Your Life

SNEAKY TONY’S

Named for the rumrunner who made a
career out of smuggling that spirit and
others, this speakeasy channels the

American Prohibition era. Finding the
bar – with its unmarked door in a nondescript Northbridge building – is half the
fun. Weekend visits require a password
for entry (hidden in plain sight, along
with its location, on the bar’s Facebook
page). At the intimate, low-lit space with
brick walls and a 300-bottle rum collection, try a rum manhattan or the Mr. D’s
piña colada, made with banana-infused
Goslings, caramel sauce, lime, and coconut foam. facebook.com/sneakytonys.
Hop to It

PETITION BEER CORNER
More than a century ago, petitioners in Western Australia gathered at
Perth’s state buildings to ask the government to address their grievances.
Those buildings now house the new
Como The Treasury hotel and a variety
of other popular local spots, including
Petition, a restaurant, wine bar, and

SOUTHWEST
SIPPING
Take a palatepleasing trip
to Perth.

STAY Behind its restored
Victorian facade,
48-room Como The
Treasury’s interiors
reveal soaring ceilings,
oversized windows, and
guest rooms with travertine floors and claw-foot
tubs. Ease cocktail-related woes with detoxifying treatments at the
Como Shambhala Urban
Escape spa.

Clockwise from top left: Cocktail prep at Sneaky Tony’s, a Voldemort’s Swizzle
at Helvetica, Ezra Pound’s courtyard, and white peach sangria from Petition Beer Corner.
Opposite: Mandoon Estate.
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Extend a wine region
adventure at Cape
Lodge Margaret River,
a 22-room country
estate set three hectares of vineyards.
Sip sauvignon blanc
during dinner at its lakefront restaurant.

beer bar trifecta. At the Beer Corner,
amid high ceilings, unfinished walls,
and wood floors, Cicerone-certified
servers (the cream of the craft beer
crop) pour a rotating menu of mostly
regional brews – including speciality
and a few hard-to-find beers – from 18
taps, making this the epicentre of the
country’s craft beer scene in Perth.
Corner of Saint Georges Terrace and Barrack Street; petitionperth.com.
Whisky Room

HELVETICA

One of the first to open under Western
Australia’s reformed small-bars act,
Helvetica remains a bastion of Perth’s
robust cocktail ethos: innovative and
dynamic, but always approachable.
Famous for its whisky collection, Helvetica offers a range of tasting flights
as well as a Bottlekeep programme –
visitors who buy a bottle from its global
collection (including some from Australia) can store it in the bar’s whisky
cabinet for future visits. Rear of 101
Saint George’s Terrace (access through
Howard Lane); helveticabar.com.au.

TIP
“Kings Park is a must-see – it’s one of the biggest city parks in the world.
The treetop walk offers great views of Perth and the Swan River, and the
Roe Gardens showcase the area’s unique flora.”
– Cathrin Scaife, Virtuoso travel advisor, Perth

SIDE TRIP

ALL ROADS
LEAD TO WINE
Perth is bookended by
two verdant wine regions:
Swan Valley, a 25-minute
drive northeast, and Margaret River, a stunning,
two-and-a-half-hour coastal journey south. Follow the
Swan Valley Food and Wine
Trail to Mandoon Estate for a pour of verdelho or chenin blanc, best enjoyed in the
outdoor beer garden, backdropped by live music and children playing on the lawn.
Margaret River is renowned for its cabernet sauvignon, chardonnay, and shiraz
varietals. Travel advisors can work with Southern World Australia to customise
visits to the area’s most beloved vineyards and tasting rooms.

COMO
THE TREASURY
A SEAMLESS BLEND OF
CONTEMPORARY AND
HISTORICAL IN THE HEART OF
PERTH, WESTERN AUSTRALIA

Experience a luxurious stay in the hotel
Condé Nast Traveler’s readers are calling
the second best in the world, in the 2016
Readers Choice Awards. COMO The
Treasury is a contemporary luxury hotel
with 48 elegantly appointed rooms
in the city’s newly revitalised historic
heart. COMO The Treasury offers new
experiences by way of two restaurants,
a bar and world-renowned COMO
Shambhala wellness therapies.
As a Virtuoso guest, you will receive an
upgrade to your accommodation at time
of check-in, a US$100 credit (per room,
per stay) to be used at COMO The
Treasury, and the flexibility to check-in
early or check-out late.
Contact your Virtuoso travel advisor to find
out more.
Upgrades are subject to availability.
Terms and conditions apply.

On the Table

Fish Out of Water
Mexico City’s seafood is off the hook.

Clockwise from
top left: El Ángel
de la Independencia, Contramar’s
pescado a la talla
and entrance, and
J&G Grill’s Pacific
tuna tostada.

BY CHADNER NAVARRO PHOTOGRAPHY BY LUIS GARCÍA

I

N MEXICO CITY, A FEW MENU ITEMS APPEAR IN ALMOST EVERY RESTAURANT: YOU HAVE YOUR

tacos, of course, elote (grilled corn) at more casual cantinas, and savoury breakfast chilaquiles. Then, there
are the tuna tostadas. In a surprise twist, tortillas topped with delicate slices of raw tuna and seasoned
however the restaurant sees fit have become as ubiquitous as other internationally known Mexican
dishes. Chef Gabriela Cámara kicked off the craze in 1998 when she opened Contramar in La Roma, a neighbourhood of trendy cocktail bars, vintage stores, and third-wave cafés roasting coffee in-house. Her recipe –
tuna marinated in soya sauce and lime, then topped with chipotle mayo, avocado, and crisped leeks – is often
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26 APRIL 2017 | 10 NIGHTS

11 JUNE 2017 | 7 NIGHTS

28 JUNE 2017 | 10 NIGHTS

ROME (CIVITAVECCHIA) TO LISBON

MONTE CARLO TO BARCELONA

ROME (CIVITAVECCHIA) TO VENICE

Seven Seas Explorer®

Seven Seas Voyager

Seven Seas Voyager

Fares from $6,960*pp

Fares from $4,888*pp

Fares from $7,168*pp

MONTE CARLO
PROVENCE (MARSEILLE)
BARCELONA

• LISBON
•

•

•

VALENCIA

•CARTAGENA

GIBRALTAR

•

•

FLORENCE/PISA/
TUSCANY (LIVORNO)

•

•

ROME
(CIVITAVECCHIA)

SANARY-SUR-MER
PROVENCE
(MARSEILLE)

••

•
BARCELONA

MONTE
CARLO

•

FLORENCE/PISA/TUSCANY
(LIVORNO)

•

•ROME (CIVITAVECCHIA)
• SORRENTO/CAPRI

ROME
(CIVITAVECCHIA)

VENICE

•
FLORENCE/PISA/
• •
TUSCANY (LIVORNO)
••
GAETA

SORRENTO/
CAPRI

UMBRIA
(ANCONA)
DUBROVNIK

••KOTOR
•
•CORFU
•
TAORMINA
(SICILY)

On the Table
imitated and taps into the city’s
historic and somewhat unexpected obsession with seafood.
Despite its location hundreds
of kilometres inland from the
Pacific and Gulf coasts, seafood
has been prized in and around
present-day Mexico City since
the fifteenth-century reign of
Montezuma, who used to stage
opulent fish banquets here. These
days, the city is still home to one
of the world’s largest seafood
markets, La Nueva Viga, in the
Iztapalapa neighbourhood. It has
served as the primary purveyor
for many restaurants, but recently
the best chefs have forged direct
ties with coastal fishermen to
truly offer the “daily catch.” Here,
seven restaurants at the forefront
of the city’s seafood scene.
The Trailblazer

CONTRAMAR

For many residents, Gabriela Cámara’s lively, classic restaurant
represents the best fine-dining
option for a seafood blowout.
Nearly two decades old, it remains
one of the city’s toughest reservations. Start with the tuna tostada,
then order the delicious pescado
a la talla, a bright, two-flavoured
treat of white fish (typically snapper), filleted down the middle and
grilled with one side slathered in
a parsley sauce and the other in
a red chilli sauce. Durango 200;
contramar.com.mx.
Catch of the Day

J&G GRILL

The Grill’s newly appointed chef
de cuisine arrived from Punta
Mita and quickly made his mark
on this Jean-Georges Vongerichten-inspired outpost at The St.
Regis. His influence is best seen
in the seafood, which he sources
from Ensenada, Oaxaca, and Veracruz every morning to serve in
the restaurant by lunchtime. One
dish that draws locals in: the gently roasted Oaxacan bass, spiked
with cilantro and cinnamon, and
paired with a fortifying black
bean stew. Paseo de la Reforma
439; jggrilldf.com.
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Clockwise from top left: J&G Grill’s bar, Campobaja’s fish taco and interior, chef Juan Santos
and oysters at Cocina Conchita, and La Nueva Viga, the world’s second-largest fish market.

SP ECTACU L AR

BY

N AT U R E

On the Table
Line-to-Table

CAMPOBAJA

Fish is a family business at Ezequiel
Hernández’s recently opened eatery in
La Roma: His uncles oversee fishing operations in Ensenada and Oaxaca. “We
can trace the origin of each dish to the
moment it was captured and the coordinates of where the fisherman took it out
of the water,” he says. Campobaja classics include a refreshing lemon-cured,
catch-of-the-day ceviche and addictive
corn-battered, fried-fish tacos. Calle
Colima 124; campobaja.com.
House Rules

COCINA CONCHITA
One of Mexico City’s most stylish
restaurants, Conchita has a relaxed
mid-century vibe that complements
Ensenada chef/owner Diego Hernández-

Baquedano’s laid-back philosophy: “This
is the food from my hometown, and
that’s it – if people like it, perfect!”
he says. Plates such as tuna sashimi
drizzled with Mexican olive oil, lemon,
and just a bit of soya sauce, are proven
crowd-pleasers, but locals also line up
for sea urchin, chocolate clams, and other unusual shellfish. Álvaro Obregón 154;
conchita.menu.

“For pre- or post-dinner drinks, you
must go to trendy Gin Gin in Roma
Norte (Oaxaca 87) or Hanky Panky
Cocktail Bar in Colonia Juaréz (Calle
Londres; call 52-55/9155-0958 for
address and entrance).”
– Patricia Carranza,
Virtuoso travel advisor

Beach Party

DE MAR A MAR
With a menu designed by top Mexican chef Eduardo García, this Zona
Rosa hot spot looks like a bright seaside fishing cabin and serves refined
twists on coastal recipes. Warm up
with the hearty shrimp soup, prepared
with pumpkin, carrots, broccoli, cauliflower, and other vegetables. The

MAKE A NIGHT OF IT
Our favourite hotels in the city deserve dinner plans too.

With colourful handmade rugs, local art,
and just 35 rooms in
the ritzy Polanco district, Las Alcobas feels
like a cosy contemporary flat. It offers two
renowned restaurants:
Dulce Patria, from
celebrity chef Martha
Ortiz, and Anatol.

TIP

In addition to fresh
seafood at J&G Grill,
dining highlights at
the 189-room St.
Regis Mexico City
include the exclusive
La Table Krug, which
serves an 11-course,
Krug-paired meal
to no more than
12 guests.

Last year’s renovation
of the 240-room Four
Seasons Hotel Mexico
City introduced Fifty
Mils cocktail bar, Il Becco for fine Italian, and,
most recently, Zanaya
seafood restaurant.
The central courtyard
remains a warm,
tucked-away hangout.

octopus-and-mushroom tostada is a similarly earthy choice, with a rich peanut
sauce, but watch out for its spicy dried
chillies. Calle Niza 13; demaramar.mx.
Feel-Good Approach

LA DOCENA OYSTER BAR & GRILL
Chef Tomás Bermúdez’s La Roma
location is the third of his equally
trendy Guadalajara originals, all
of which source fresh Pacific seafood daily. (Bermúdez also harvests
fruits, spices, and vegetables from the
restaurants’ farm.) Come for the oysters: The menu always lists at least
eight different varieties, including
plump braised-on-the-shell options
from San Blas in Nayarit. Simply flavoured with butter, parsley, salt, and
pepper with a lime on the side, they often inspire second (and third) rounds.
Another standout is the chopped
shrimp paired with a lemony, fiery,
roasted chiltepin chilli sauce. Regarding the city’s pretty young things who
mob La Docena on weekend afternoons, Bermúdez explains, “If you
want to cure a massive hangover, you
must do it with beer and seafood.”
Álvaro Obregón 31; ladocena.mx.
Fired Up

ZANAYA

From left: De Mar a Mar’s shrimp soup and oyster central, La Docena.
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Pacific Coast classics star at the Four
Seasons’ recently opened all-day dining
venue. Zanaya’s massive menu includes
a fabulous fresh tuna tlayuda (sort
of like a Mexican pizza) and aguachiles
(very spicy ceviches), using recipes
from one of the most revered ceviche
makers of Nayarit’s indigenous Cora
community. Don’t miss the pescado
zarandeado, a whole, butterflied fish,
usually sea bass, cooked over oak on
a stone grill. Paseo de la Reforma 500;
zanaya.mx.

AMANPURI PHUKET
ANANTARA MAI KHAO
PHUKET VILLAS

BANYAN TREE PHUKET

Island Escapes
Presents a
New Level of
Thailand Luxury

Resorts who exude privilege and indulgence. Who offer an unsurpassed holiday experience
in every aspect of their function and location. They are for clients who by life’s good fortune
and hard work, have the means to surround themselves with the best of everything, whether
at home or abroad. Resorts where details matter and the guest experience is paramount.
Island Escapes has handpicked a small selection of Thai resorts that fall into this category.
We ensure that our Virtuoso Advisors are provided with the best advice and exclusive
amenities for you, their valued client, which are not offered to any other travel group.
AMANPURI PHUKET | SONEVA KIRI | TRISARA, PHUKET | SIX SENSES YAO NOI
ANANTARA MAI KHAO PHUKET VILLAS | BANYAN TREE, PHUKET

For more information on these luxurious resorts, contact your Virtuoso Advisor

WHERE LUXURY
IS NOT A WORD,

EUROPE

FRANCE

ITALY

CONTACT YOUR VIRTUOSO TRAVEL ADVISOR FOR INFORMATION AND EXCLUSIVE AMENITIES

“ #1 RIVER CRUISE LINE”

IT’S A HABIT.

RUSSIA

VIETNAM & CAMBODIA

You deserve the best

INDIA

Style & Design
Clockwise from
top left: Augarten
Porzellan’s Melon
design, dapper
trappings in the
making at Knize,
Hotel Sacher’s
namesake torte,
and custom footwear at Rudolf
Scheer & Söhne.

A

Crowning Glory
Some of Vienna’s best shopping
is royally endorsed.

BY ANNIE FITZSIMMONS PHOTOGRAPHY BY STEFAN FUERTBAUER
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USTRIA IS FILLED

with cultural time
capsules: iconic coffeehouses, with a
soundtrack of clinking cups
rather than keyboards; palaces
from a centuries-long imperial
reign; and, of course, slices of
Sacher torte, whose velvety
chocolate crumb, thin layer of
apricot jam, and glossy glaze
have inspired a loyal following.
A young chef developed the
country’s most famous culinary offering in the early nineteenth century, and the royal
family devoured it. Even the
beautiful Empress Sisi regularly indulged despite fanatically watching her figure. In
1963, Vienna’s Hotel Sacher
won a lengthy legal battle to
use the name Original SacherTorte at its Café Sacher (versions served elsewhere must be
called Sachertorte).
But the hotel had scored the
ultimate stamp of approval
a couple of centuries earlier
with the official title of K.u.K.
Hoflieferant, or Purveyor to
the Imperial and Royal Court,
introduced in 1782. About 500
purveyors of jewellery, clothing, crystal, and even pianos
and sparkling wine had the
designation at the end of imperial rule; the lucky companies
proudly displayed the coat of
arms of the Austro-Hungarian
Empire (a double-headed eagle)
and supplied the court with
their goods and services.

SEABOURN’S

EXTRAORDINARY
™
WORLDS
Elegant adventure, luxury unbound.

Santa Margherita Ligure
St.-Tropez
La Joliette
Sète

Fréjus
La Joliette

Livorno

Palamós
BARCELONA

Calanques
L’IleBARCELONA
Rousse
Ciutadella
CIVITAVECCHIA
de Menorca
Palma de
Mallorca

SPANISH ISLES & ITALY
Barcelona to Civitavecchia (Rome)
10 days, 15 Aug 2017

From

Portofino

Tyrrhenian
Sea

PIRAEUS
Hydra

Xlendi
Valletta Mediterranean
Sea

Mediterranean
Sea

$7,499*
twin share

Livorno

pp

MEDITERRANEAN IDYLL
Piraeus (Athens) to Barcelona
11 days, 23 Sep 2017

From

$7,499*
twin share

Contact your Virtuoso Travel Professional to begin your journey on the World’s Finest
Ultra-Luxury Cruise Line.™ Book today to take advantage of Virtuoso Voyages amenities
including: Dedicated Onboard Host, Welcome Reception, and Exclusive Shore Event.
*All fares are in Australian dollars, cruise-only, for new bookings only, per guest, double occupancy, subject to availability. Fares are current as of 17 Jan 2017. Some suite categories may not be
available. Fares are not combinable with any other offer, may vary by sailing date, are capacity controlled, and are subject to change without notice. Taxes, Fees & Port Expenses are included.
All savings amounts are included in fares shown. Information herein is accurate at time of printing. Seabourn reserves the right to correct errors. Ships’ registry: Bahamas. ©2016 Seabourn

pp
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TIP
“I love Die Zuckerlwerkstatt [The Sugar Workshop] in
Vienna. They make sugar candy by hand, like they did more than 100
years ago – the way the emperor preferred it.”
– Eva M. Ferrari, Virtuoso travel advisor

Today about 25 companies keep
the title, although the empire dissolved in 1918. The best-known (and
most budget-friendly) are the confectioners, such as Hotel Sacher,
but you can also shop royally sanctioned sources for shoes, glassware,
and clothing. And an additional few
of Austria’s iconic brands are fit for
royalty, sans official title. Historic
production techniques, fused with
cutting-edge designs, yield pieces
destined to last several lifetimes.
These products are heirlooms, not
souvenirs. Here, a guide for a madein-Austria shopping expedition –
best fueled with Sacher torte.

twisted green staircase leads from
the ground level to merchandise
above: haphazardly stacked bolts
of fabric – sourced primarily from
Great Britain and Italy – and soft,
carefully folded jumpers in every colour. Plush pyjama sets and
loungewear hang proudly, and
pocket squares rest on tables. Rumour has it that Empress Sisi got
her riding clothes from Knize, but
production focusses on men’s blazers, trousers, suits, shirts, and ties,
although the shop will custommake women’s clothes on request.
Graben 13; knize.at.
Shoes Shining

RUDOLF SCHEER & SÖHNE

Scene-Stealers

LOBMEYR

Lobmeyr’s flagship in central Vienna, in a historic building with delightfully creaky floors, bursts with
brilliant glassware, chandeliers, and
porcelain. The company, now with
sixth-generation owners, served as
official glassmaker for the imperial
court. In 1966, its scene-stealing
“Starburst” chandeliers, futuristic
and spiky, were installed at New
York’s Metropolitan Opera House,
a gift from the Austrian government in gratitude for American aid
after World War II. Browse designer
collections and heft the smooth,
strong glass. A small third-storey
sample collection houses nearly200-year-old pieces. Kärntnerstrasse 26; lobmeyr.at.
Best-Dressed Gentlemen

KNIZE

The architecture in this famous
men’s clothing shop on Graben is
almost unchanged from 1913. A

Söhne, or “sons,” is no mere moniker
– Markus Scheer trained with his
grandfather for 20 years and is the
seventh-generation owner of this
esteemed Viennese shoe brand. The
shop produces only 300 pairs per
year for men and women, applying
the same finely tuned craftsmanship from two centuries ago. Investing in Scheer shoes makes for a good
excuse to return to Vienna: It takes
four visits and about six months to
create the first pair. First, Markus
(and only Markus) takes your measurements, then the shop makes a
wooden last, and you select a colour,
type of leather, and style, such as
loafers or heels. A sample shoe ready
three months later allows the team
to observe your gait and posture,
and make changes. After you try
the final pair for a few weeks, they
adapt them as needed. Prices begin
at $6,500, though subsequent pairs
cost less with your measurements
on file. Bräunerstrasse 4-6; scheer.at.

From top: A sparkling scene at Lobmeyr,
Knize goods, and the Scheer workshop.
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THE BARCELONA COLLECTION
A rich artistic and architectural heritage resulting from its thousand-year-old history.
A wide range of high quality accommodation managed by the best professionals.
A gastronomic offer cooked over a low heat by world-renowned chefs.
A commercial tradition based on quality, combining innovation and traditional products.
Barcelona Premium, a selection of first-class establishments and services that will make each
stay a unique experience.
Welcome to Barcelona, a city ready to make the wishes of the most demanding come true.
Call your Virtuoso travel advisor to arrange a custom itinerary today.
www.barcelonapremium.com

Style & Design

White Gold

AUGARTEN PORZELLAN
Founded in 1718, Augarten moulds,
glazes, and paints its porcelain (or
“white gold,” as it was known for
centuries) by hand in Vienna. It
was not an official royal purveyor,
but Empress Maria Theresa owned
the factory starting in 1744, and
the entire royal family (including
Empress Sisi) used the porcelain.
Visit the factory to see the brand’s
best-selling designs (the art deco
Melon design by Josef Hoffmann
and a delicate Viennese rose pattern
stand out) and try the café in the
Augarten park. Augarten’s modern
collaborators include designer Madeline Weinrib, whose grandfather
founded furniture hub ABC Carpet & Home in New York City. Ask
to see the showroom with slightly
less than perfect – and significantly

discounted – pieces. Obere Augartenstrasse 1; augarten.com.
Hats Off

MÜHLBAUER
This family-owned, fourth-generation millinery (not an official royal
purveyor) uses traditional techniques but reinvents itself every
season – Klaus Mühlbauer develops
two new collections each year with
other designers. “I know Mühlbauer hats well,” says Austrian-born
Virtuoso travel advisor Eva M. Ferrari. “Austrians love their hats and
wear them daily.” More than 60 per
cent of these Austrian-made hats
find their way to international destinations, such as Le Bon Marché in
Paris and KaDeWe in Berlin. Visit
one of two Mühlbauer stores in
Vienna. Seilergasse 10 and Neubaugasse 34; muehlbauer.at.

Hotel Sacher’s Blaue Bar (left) and the Empress Sisi’s memorial at Volksgarten.
Opposite: Milliner Klaus Mühlbauer.

VIENNA ESSENTIALS
Where to stay – and
great design stories.

STAY The elegant,
modern public
spaces at the
152-room Palais
Hansen Kempinski Vienna include
a chandeliered lobby lounge ready for
long lunches and
afternoon teas.
For contrast, book
a Hansen Suite
with a masculine
feel and marble
bathrooms – some
overlooking the
leafy Ringstrasse.
Encompassing four
historic palaces,
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the 202-room RitzCarlton, Vienna,
located on the
Ringstrasse, welcomes visitors with
large paintings of
horses, honouring
Vienna’s equine
tradition. Among
its highlights:
the rooftop bar,
which serves as
an outdoor yoga
space in warm
weather, highly
praised steak
house Dstrikt, and
an 18-metre indoor
pool with underwater music.

TABLE TALK

Very Viennese dining experiences.

If you visit just
one classic
café, make it
Café Sperl –
the interiors
are almost
unchanged
from 1880.
Stay and soak
in the rhythm
of Viennese life.
Gumpendorferstrasse 11.
On a beautiful
spring day, the
outdoor terrace at Meierei
in Vienna’s
romantic
Stadtpark
is the place to
be. Go for a

A MANDARI

A MANKILA

A MANJIWO

lavish breakfast or leisurely
lunch. Am
Heumarkt 2A.
Just outside
the city centre,
Wieninger am
Nussberg, a
fourth-generation-owned
organic winery,
feels a world
away. Order
glasses of local
wine with
charcuterie
and cheese
plates, served
at communal
wooden tables.
Eichelhofweg
125.

A MANWANA

A MANOI

T R A N S F O R M AT I V E E X P E R I E N C E S A N D A W E - I N S P I R I N G L O C A L E S A W A I T

A MANPULO

A MANSARA

A MANTAKA

A MANUSA

F OR RESERVATIONS & INFORMATION CONTACT YOUR V IRTUOSO T RAVEL A DVISOR
Island Destinations Includes Complimentary
Post Departure Insurance with Every Booking
A SIA • D UBAI • O MAN • M ALDIVES • M AURITIUS • S EYCHELLES • H AWAI ` I • F IJI
F RENCH P OLYNESIA • C ENTRAL A MERICA • M EXICO • B ERMUDA • B AHAMAS • C ARIBBEAN

•

V ILLAS

© 2017 Island Destinations. All rights reserved. ® Island Destinations, The Authority for Luxury Travel, are registered trademarks.

A MANPURI

HONG KONG

BUENOS AIRES

TOKYO

BRIGHT LIGHTS,
BIG ADVENTURE
The Insiders’ Guide to the
World’s Greatest Cities
BY AMY CASSELL
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LONDON

PARIS

NEW YORK CITY

TOMML/GETTY IMAGES

Rich culture, unforgettable meals, idyllic neighbourhoods: Our
favourite cities draw us for many reasons. Whatever your attraction of choice, there’s always a bit of magic in the air when you
explore a new metropolis – or rediscover an old favourite. We asked
Virtuoso travel advisors to share their can’t-miss highlights (and a
few stops you can skip) in six of the world’s greatest cities, from
a bastion of fine art in Paris to New York’s latest culinary craze.
Earn your
stripes in
a Tokyo
crosswalk.
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HONG
KONG
An array of cultural influences define
this skyscraper-filled city. “Hong Kong’s
openness to embrace the best from the
rest of the world is what makes it great,”
says Alvin Miu, a Virtuoso travel advisor
who calls the city home. Take in Hong
Kong’s melting pot at the dinner table:
More than 60 Michelin-starred restaurants showcase everything from dim
sum to fine French fare.

➊
“Take a nighttime ferry ride across
Victoria Harbour,” Miu suggests.
“Afterwards, walk along the covered
pedestrian walkways from the Central Piers to
the Prince’s Building in Central Hong Kong.”
MUSTDO

➋

➌

“I love the hustle and bustle of
Central, as the Central Business
District is known,” Miu says. “I live
there because several parks, shopping malls,
five-star hotels, and Michelin-starred
restaurants are all within a ten-minute walk.”
SPEND
A DAY

➍
“Find the best dim sum at Lung King
Heen in the Four Seasons Hotel
Hong Kong,” Miu says. “Ask the
concierge for a table by the window for great
Victoria Harbour views.”
DIG IN

➎

➏

“Have drinks at Felix in The
Peninsula Hong Kong in the Tsim
Sha Tsui area of Kowloon,” Miu
recommends. “While Victoria Peak is the
city’s famous tourist viewpoint, those who
frequent Hong Kong know that looking at
the island from the Kowloon City side
provides a much better view than looking
out from Hong Kong Island itself.”
1. A Victoria Harbour ferry ride. 2-4. Dim
sum at Lung King Heen. 5. The Mongkok
district in Kowloon City. 6. A proper pour at
Felix. 7. The Upper House’s sky bridge.

➐
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Head to Kowloon City, just across
the harbour from Hong Kong Island.
“You’ll find the shops and restaurants
that locals line up for,” Miu says. “Wander
through the markets and don’t leave without
trying a beef goulash cake at Islam Food or an
egg custard tart at Hoover Cake Shop.”
PRO
TIP

STAY: Wind down between meals at the 117-room Upper House – or work them off at one of the hotel’s
complimentary weekend yoga classes or in-house bicycles for cruising the city.

(SKY BRIDGE) UPPER HOUSE, (ALL OTHERS) PHILIPP ENGELHORN

SOAK
IT UP

BUENOS
AIRES

➊

Argentina’s capital beautifully blends European
and South American flair: Travellers find ornate
art nouveau architecture in one neighbourhood,
and busy wine bars and steamy tango halls in the
next. “The more I visit Buenos Aires, the more
I fall in love,” says Courtney Regan, a Virtuoso
travel advisor. “It has the perfect blend of sophistication and grit, with stunning food, gorgeous people, and sensual art.”

“November is my favourite time
of year, when the jacarandas
and agapanthus cover the city
in blue and purple,” says Diego García
Fernández, the owner of a Buenos
Aires-based Virtuoso agency and on-site
tour operator. “Warm weather replaces the
winter breeze, and porteños emerge
elegantly in their spring outfits.”

➋

WHEN
TO GO

“Recoleta is a great example
of what’s old and new in Buenos
Aires, clearly reflected in its
architecture,” García Fernández says. “This
neighbourhood’s streets are filled with
French cafés and fashionable boutiques
– and it’s here that you’ll find Argentina’s
best hotels. Head to El Ateneo Grand
Splendid, an ornate theatre-turned-bookstore and coffeehouse.”

➍

SPEND
A DAY

“I love Lo de Jesús, a charmDIG IN
ing small restaurant in Palermo
with a gorgeous wine selection,
the best empanadas in town, and a
friendly owner who’s always willing to sit
and chat,” Regan says. “Afterwards,
head to Florería Atlántico, the not-sosecret bar hidden beneath a flower shop
in Recoleta.”

➌
BRING BUENOS AIRES HOME: “A set of typical asado [barbecue] knives will conjure mouthwatering memories,” García Fernández says. “They’re available in many of the
city’s speciality souvenir shops.”

STAY: The 165-room Palacio Duhau – Park Hyatt Buenos Aires comprises a
restored 1934 building and a contemporary wing in the city’s posh Recoleta
neighbourhood. This year, the hotel hosts five installments of the Park Hyatt’s
popular Masters of Food and Wine series, including one with a Latin Americafocus (20 and 21 April) and a Middle East event (8 September).

➎

➏

“I prefer the city’s smaller, more
intimate tango venues, such as
Rojo Tango at the Faena Hotel in
Puerto Madero,” García Fernández says.
TANGO
TIME

“Order a Fernet and Coke, a classic Argentine cocktail,” Regan
says. “I’ll never forget the
surprised look on my waiter’s face when I
asked for one in San Telmo.”

JAVIER PIERINI

PRO TIP

1. Rojo Tango. 2. Florería Atlántico. 3. An asado souvenir.
4. Puerto Madero, Buenos Aires’ waterfront neighbourhood. 5. El Ateneo Grand Splendid. 6. Lo de Jesús.
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“Tokyo is glamorous and exhilarating,
but spiritual as well,”
says Virtuoso travel
advisor Aaron Nir,
who lived there for
seven years. Amid
the city’s labyrinth
of streets, ancient
shrines stand beside bustling ramen
joints and lively karaoke bars. Oh, and
there’s shopping too:
“Tokyo has the most
incredible shopping
anywhere,”Nir says,
“from the best megabrands to an endless
amount of Japanese
goods unavailable
anywhere else.”

1. Todoroki Valley.
2. The Mikimoto
building and boutique in Ginza.
3. Meiji Shrine and
its rooster prayer
plaque. 4. Cherry
blossoms in
bloom, Tokyo’s
favourite springtime accessory.

➋

“I love Tokyo when the cherry
blossoms are in bloom and
temperatures are mild and pleasant,” Nir says. “Mankai, or full blossom, only
lasts for a few days – usually around late
March or early April. The good news: If you
miss them, it’s easy to get on a train and see
blossoms in other areas of Japan.”
WHEN
TO GO

“Lose yourself in shopping bliss in
Ginza, home to designer outlets and
fantastic Japanese boutiques,”
suggests Izumi Ogawa, a Virtuoso advisor
from Tokyo who now lives in Vancouver,
British Columbia. “Go on the weekend, when
traffic is blocked off on Chuo-dori and the
area becomes an outdoor pedestrian mall.”
Nir likes Dover Street Market, a multi-storey
fashion house and contemporary art space.
SPEND AN
AFTERNOON

“Meiji Shrine in Yoyogi Park near
Harajuku is an amazing example of
Shinto architecture and a peaceful
oasis in the middle of the city,” Nir says.
MUSTSEE

“It’s been said that there are
upwards of 160,000 restaurants in
Tokyo! Picking just one is nearly
impossible, but Gonpachi in the Nishi-Azabu
neighbourhood is a fun option,” Nir says.
(Quentin Tarantino fans will recognise it as the
inspiration for Kill Bill’s epic fight scene.) “It’s
a great spot to soak in the hip Tokyo izakaya
[gastropub] scene.”
“For frequent visitors, the Todoroki
Valley is a hidden gem,” Ogawa
says. “It’s home to several gardens,
the Fudo-no-Taki Waterfall, and the Todoroki
Fudoson Temple.”
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➍

DIG IN

PRO TIP
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➌

BRING TOKYO HOME: “Edo kiriko – cut glass – dates
to the seventeenth century, when Tokyo was
called Edo,” Ogawa says. “A sake glass set
makes for an authentic Japanese memory.”

STAY: The 290-room Palace Hotel Tokyo
welcomes the season with a new adventure
that includes a private tour of the city’s prime
sakura (cherry blossom) viewing spots and a
gift from artisan shop Nousaku.

ANDREA FAZZARI

T
O
K
Y
O

➊

LONDON

➊

Though heavy on tradition – and home to some of the
world’s most recognisable landmarks – the appeal of England’s capital city remains fresh. “London never stops giving; it’s full of culture, beauty, and exciting prospects,” says
Mark Smith, a London-based Virtuoso agency executive.
“Every day is different here, and that’s what I love about it.”

➋

“London is a top city for theatre,”
says Michelle Boyles, a Virtuoso
travel advisor who has visited the UK
more than a dozen times. “One of my favourites is The Globe, a replica of the space where
Shakespeare’s plays were performed during
his time. The original burned down in 1613; this
was lovingly re-created to its specs.”
MUSTDO

➌

Forgo the London Eye, Smith
suggests. “You can enjoy the same
views from a rooftop bar without all
the standing in line – I like Radio Rooftop Bar
on the West End.”
TAKE
A PASS

“Cut at 45 Park Lane has the best
steak in London,” Smith says, “and a
fun option is Bar Remo, a family-run
Italian restaurant tucked behind Oxford Circus.”
DIG IN

“Many artists live in bohemian
LOCAL FIND Camden, a borough in northwest
London,” Boyles says. “Swing by
Camden Market for clothes, accessories,
household wares, and other artisan-made
finds, or Rough Trade Records for a great
collection of music from emerging artists.”

➍
➏

➎

“The Goring hotel’s excellent service
and beautifully appointed rooms
make any guest feel like royalty,”
Boyles says. “It’s a favourite of the royal
family; Kate Middleton spent the night before
her wedding here.”
DUCHESSAPPROVED

“Head to Hyde Park for a chance to
escape the buzz of London Town,”
Smith recommends. “Take a long
stroll or get active in a rowboat on The
Serpentine lake. There’s always something
going on, from live music to open-air theatre.”
LISA LINDER

PRO TIP

1. London from above. 2-3. Cut at
45 Park Lane. 4-5. Radio Rooftop Bar.
6. Camden Market finds.

GO: A new exhibit at Kensington Palace, Diana: Her Fashion Story, showcases dozens of couture pieces from the wardrobe of the late princess.
Travel advisors can work with NoteWorthy, Virtuoso’s on-site connection in London, to arrange VIP access and private tours of the exhibit and
other popular London activities.
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“The area around the place de la
République in the tenth arrondissement is full of wonderful patisseries
and boulangeries, such as Du Pain et Des
Idées,” says Richard Turen, a Virtuoso agency
owner. “I love the way the streets seem to have
been drawn without a plan, curving around the
neighbourhood like out-of-control vines.”

➊

SPEND AN
AFTERNOON

“The place to be – and eat – in Paris
is three-Michelin-starred Restaurant Guy Savoy in the sixth
arrondissement’s Monnaie de Paris building,”
Guyon says. “Just be sure to make reservations at least a month in advance.”
DIG IN

The French capital’s romantic reputation may
never fade, but Paris
impresses travellers for
reasons that stretch beyond its cosy cafés and
amorous air. “There’s
always some undiscovered secret waiting for
you here,” says Parisbased Virtuoso agency
executive Myriam Guyon. “No other city can
match Paris’ soul.”

PARIS
1. Notre-Dame and the Seine.
2. Du Pain et Des Idées shop
and pastry. 3. Chef Guy Savoy. 4. Musée d’Orsay. 5. The
Eiffel Tower. 6. The Moulin
Rouge cabaret. 7. The Louvre.

“The fact that it sits in a belle
epoque railway station is enough for
me to recommend the Musée
d’Orsay,” Turen says. “Add that it houses one
of the world’s largest collections of impressionist art, and it’s my absolute favourite
destination in Paris.”
DON’T
MISS

“There’s no need to spend an
afternoon fighting crowds at the
Eiffel Tower,” Turen advises. “It
should be viewed at night, when its beauty
turns to poetry.”
TAKE
A PASS

“Cruising the Seine with a glass of
Champagne is a must-do for
discovering the city from a new
vantage point,” Guyon says.
SOAK
IT UP

“If you like shopping as much as you
like architecture, visit one of the city’s
charming passages couverts
[covered passages],” Guyon suggests. “The
glass-ceiling arcades were built in the nineteenth
century, and each is full of boutiques, theatres,
and restaurants. There are several along the
Right Bank near les Grands Boulevards.”
PRO
TIP

➏
➌

GO: New this year for Tauck: Select eight-

➍
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➎

day Paris and Provence tours include exclusive, after-hours access to the Louvre. Your
crowd-free Mona Lisa moment awaits.
Departures: 2, 9, and 23 July.

(PAINTING) MUSÉE D’ORSAY, (ALL OTHERS) MICHEL FIGUET

➋

➐

NEW YORK CITY
“It’s the vibrant energy and the people that make New York one of the world’s greatest cities,” says NYC-based
Virtuoso travel advisor Erina Pindar. “New Yorkers are some of the most genuinely kind people I’ve ever met – just
don’t walk too slowly in front of them on the sidewalk.”

➊

➋

➌

➍

➎

➏

1. Lower Manhattan’s Oculus transport hub. 2. Fresh pasta at The Todd English Food Hall. 3. The Brooklyn
Bridge. 4. Le Bernardin’s chef Eric Ripert. 5. Jane’s Carousel. 6. Caviar from The River Café.

“I love September
and October, when
the temperature is
mild, days are still long, and
the city glows, thanks to the
gold- and rust-coloured leaves
covering Central Park,”
Pindar says.
WHEN
TO GO

Pindar’s hands-down
pick: a walk across
the Brooklyn Bridge.
“You can finish the walk with a
scoop at the Brooklyn Ice
Cream Factory or a romantic
dinner at The River Café.”
BALL & ALBANESE

MUSTDO

In a city with a
dining scene that
moves faster
than an express N train,
classic establishments
are always solid choices.
“If you want an amazing
dining experience
at a place that never
disappoints, Le Bernardin
in Midtown is the one,”
says Peter Rubin, a
Virtuoso travel advisor.
“My runner-up: A lovely
meal at the exceptional
Café Boulud.”
DIG IN

“Skip the Empire
State Building
and head over to
One World Observatory
instead to see Manhattan
from a different perspective,”
suggests Pindar. “Follow
that up by visiting the
Oculus, NYC’s newest
transportation hub and luxe
shopping centre.”
TAKE
A PASS

“The city is all about
food halls right now,”
Rubin says. “I’d
spend a day hopping among
THE
LATEST
CRAZE

them all: Mario Batali’s Eataly,
The Todd English Food Hall,
Chelsea Market, Union Fare,
and Bowery Market.”
“Jane’s Carousel [in
Brooklyn Bridge
Park] is one of my
favourite spots in the city,”
Pindar says. “Built in 1922, it
was recently restored by artist
Jane Walentas. It sits inside a
glass pavilion designed by
French architect Jean Nouvel.”
PRO
TIP

STAY: A recent $157 million overhaul to Midtown’s Four Seasons Hotel New York added picture windows, walk-in closets, and bathrooms with soaking tubs to the property’s 368 studios and suites.
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SMALL SHIP CRU IS ING
It’s a big world. But sometimes, it takes a small ship to see it clearly.
To find its heart, hidden away in unexplored coves,
distant islands and old-world villages.
So step onboard, and discover the joy of travelling small.

Unforgettable... the Joy of Travelling Small.
Go where the big ships can’t go. Tauck Small Ship Cruising combines 90+ years of award-winning travel
expertise with unique destination experiences in Europe, Latin America, Asia and Antarctica. Travel
with Tauck Directors who take every moment of your holiday personally. Enjoy a sophisticated, intimate
atmosphere onboard... and travel effortlessly, knowing that every aspect of your trip is already paid for –
and taken care of – from shore excursions to gratuities, with no options sold.

CULTURAL JOURNEYS & EXPEDITIONS
For reservations, please contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor

EUROPEAN RIVER CRU IS ING
Welcome aboard...
where the ambiance is congenial...
the exclusive shore excursions go beyond the ordinary...
and if it means a better travel experience, it’s included.

Inspired by the Destination
Delivering truly inspirational travel experiences has defined Tauck for the past 90+ years. Deep
destination knowledge and longstanding local relationships create exclusive and authentic cultural
experiences ashore. Every Tauck river cruise is well-choreographed to connect you with people,
places and daily life along Europe’s great rivers. This is the Europe you’ve dreamed of... with you at
the very heart of it.

DISTINCTIVELY INCLUSIVE RIVER CRUISES
For reservations, please contact your Virtuoso Travel Advisor

TAKE
NOTE

Chicken schnitzel on challah at Arthurs
Nosh Bar and (right) Boucherie Grinder.
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MONTRÉAL’S DINING SCENE IS TH
E TALK

OF THE TOWN.

BY DAVID HOCHMAN
PHOTOGRAPHY BY LUIS GARCÍA
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Arthurs owners Alex Cohen
and Raegan Steinberg and
(right) breakfast at Maison
Christian Faure.

IN MONTRÉAL
the lists come to you handwritten with
elegant European curlicues on winestained menus. They’re texted between
strangers, table to table, after a private
conversation becomes a communal
one. Taxi drivers tend to shout theirs
out, leaving you to scribble names and
addresses from the back seat as you inch
through traffic.
Apart from hockey or perhaps the
latest tweet from Prime Minister Justin
Trudeau, nothing in this destination food
city ignites passionate opinion and longwinded appraisal quite like the question,
“So, where should we eat?”
The choice is rarely a simple one.
With more restaurants per capita than
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both New York and San Francisco,
Montréal’s extraordinary variety
includes some of the most daring
young chefs and inventive menus on
the planet. Classicists and modernists,
foragers and foamers, those who sauté
and those who sous vide – they all have
a place at the table in Québec’s largest
city, North America’s new culinary
capital. “Every week, a bistro or bar or
bakery opens that everybody is excited
about,” Virtuoso travel advisor Carolyn
Farha, a Montréal native, told me in
advance of the trip. “It’s almost impossible to keep up.”
My wife and I get our first roster of
“musts” on what begins as an archi-

tecture and history tour near the
233-metre summit of Mont-Royal,
where the city’s first governor planted
a cross in 1643. “Montréalers can call it
a hill, but you can’t,” our guide, Stamatia Kafoutis, says with a wink. “To us
it is a mountain.” She notes that, from
above, the island metropolis resembles a croissant, which turns the topic,
naturally, to pastry.
French colonials laid the city’s gourmet foundation with hot cross buns and
madeleines served to children as afterchurch rewards. (They also brought
master butchers and expert sauciers.)
The British later elaborated on savoury
stews, as well as table settings. With

Cinq à sept on Old Montréal’s
rue Saint-Vincent.

Scandinavians came fine smoked fish.
The city’s European Jews salted and
cured their beef brisket and baked their
bagels in ways so distinctive that both
are now identified as “Montréal-style.”
Citywide conspiracies exist about
where to find the creamiest éclair
or the best macaron or the crunchiest “all-dressed,” better known as an
everything bagel. Our guide jots down
her picks for those three delights, in
order: Pâtisserie de Gascogne, Maison
Christian Faure, and, with an admiring
sigh, St-Viateur Bagel.
“To really know this city, you have to
eat your way through it,” she says, glancing down at our feet.
“Ah, excellent. Good walking shoes.
You’ll need them.”
TO AVOID DISTRACTION, DEVISE AN

meals desired plus d oN ’ t -miss cafés aNd
marchés multiplied by cinq à septs, as the

after-work drinking hours are known
in Montréal.
Our campaign begins in the posh
Golden Square Mile neighbourhood
with dinner at the historic Ritz-Carlton
Montréal, which became the first
property to bear the famous hotel name

when it opened in 1912. On the ground
floor, Maison Boulud (as in Daniel Boulud) has a gorgeous back garden with
waterfalls and resident ducks, though
the real scenery is on the plate. Signatures such as saffron risotto with marrow and chanterelles draw as much from
Italy as from France, mainly because
executive chef Riccardo Bertolino grew

Citywide conspiracies exist
about where to find the
creamiest éclair or the best macaron
or the crunchiest “all-dressed.”

eating plan. The formula works out to
something like: N umber of days visitiNg
the city divided by a mouNt of big -deal
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Hôtel Herman and (left)
Maison Boulud berries.

TIP
“My favourite new spot is
Park Restaurant (378 avenue
Victoria), for fantastic Japanese with Korean and South
American influences. By the
way, Fairmount’s bagels are
best – and for smoked meat,
it’s Schwartz’s, hands down.”
– Carolyn Farha, Virtuoso
travel advisor, Montréal

up in Bologna. When he stops by our
table, I ask how Montréal’s food scene is
changing. Bertolino motions skyward
with his hand.
“It’s up and up and up,” he says. “We’re
not a one-chef town; we are a town of
chefs.” With that, he whips out a scrap
of paper and writes down places we absolutely need to try.
Montréal is split geographically
between east and west by boulevard
Saint-Laurent, and many of its top dining spots are within strolling distance
of that pulsing central artery, known
locally as The Main. Near where it
begins downtown is Toqué!, the mod,
glass-walled Relais & Châteaux restaurant that lifted the city out of the culinary dark ages in the 1990s. Chef Normand Laprise, raised on a Québec farm
and trained in France, first advanced
the idea that fresh and local makes
more sense than shipping in frozen
and smothering it in béarnaise. Nearly
25 years later, Toqué! still frequently
ranks as Canada’s top restaurant due
to dishes such as Laprise’s pheasant for
two. The chef’s disciples, meanwhile,
help rule the city.
At Au Pied de Cochon, chef Martin
Picard opens a house-labelled “Canard
en Conserve” can at the table to reveal a
duck magically cooked inside. Anthony
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WHERE SHOULD YOU EAT?
Five restaurants that top our list.

1. Elegant Toqué! has reigned as the city’s showstopper for nearly 25 years.
900 place Jean-Paul-Riopelle; restaurant-toque.com.
2. Hit Le Mousso for a magnificent ultramodern tasting menu with a youthful
edge. 1023 rue Ontario Est.

3. Bouillon Bilk is the hidden fresh-French gem beloved by the eaterati.
1595 boulevard Saint-Laurent; bouillonbilk.com.
4. Dark and sexy Foxy serves super-delicious wood-fired fish and meats.
1638 rue Notre-Dame Ouest; foxy.restaurant.
5. Reserve a table at Restaurant Europea for big-deal French meals in an urbane
town house. 1227 rue de la Montagne; europea.ca.

© Katsuyoshi Tanaka

From left: Le Mousso’s sea urchin tart with an octopus-ink
crust, stylish Boucherie Grinder, and a final recommendation, Dinette Triple Crown. On sunny days, get its Southern U.S. spread to go in a loaner picnic basket.

Bourdain calls Cochon “one of my
favourite restaurants on the planet.”
Other Toqué! alums, Charles-Antoine
Crête and Cheryl Johnson, serve sea
urchin in its shell at Montréal Plaza. The
caramelised apple tarts and delicate
mille-feuilles by Laprise’s former pastry
chef Stéphanie Labelle at Pâtisserie
Rhubarbe are filigreed masterworks.
Then there’s Joe Beef, the most playful
of Montréal hot spots, where chefs David McMillan and Frédéric Morin once
offered a funky-haute version of KFC’s
Double sandwich, with the bacon and
cheese held between a “bun” of deepfried foie gras lobes.
MONTRÉAL’S OLD STONE FACADES

give the city a regal, almost Gothic look
in places, but there’s nothing stuffy
about this town. On treks up and down
The Main, we keep watching for the
lines to clear outside Schwartz’s, the
revered 1928 delicatessen that locals
single out as the best for smoked meats.

To be fair, our list-makers are divided
on this topic: Schwartz’s definitely
serves a quintessential Montréal brisket sandwich – brined longer and with
more peppercorns and mustard seeds
than the New York variety. But a few
swear by the viande fumée across the
street at Main Deli Steak House. Others prefer the grilled salami at nearby
Wilensky’s, a 1930s throwback with
pressed-tin ceilings and a ring-up cash
register. (The bagel battle, meanwhile,
comes down to two fierce rivals, both
rolling out tender, fire-baked rings of
dough 24/7 in Mile End: St-Viateur’s are
slightly sweeter; Fairmount’s seem to
have a pinch more salt.)
Late one morning, we follow a hot
tip to a bright neighbourhood brunch
place called Arthurs Nosh Bar. Young,
eager-to-please husband-and-wife
team Alex Cohen and Raegan Steinberg make pierogi and challah French
toast pretty (and tasty) enough for the
Instagram generation. Afterwards, we

STYLE CENTRAL
Two storied hotels in the city for your next gourmet getaway.

The Ritz-Carlton
Montréal is more
than a century old,
but its 129 rooms
are technologically
on-trend, down
to sensors that
automatically light
the room when you
get out of bed and
Japanese multi-
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function toilets.
Waterfalls pour into
a rooftop saltwater
pool, and the spa
offers maple-sugar
nail treaments.
Oh, Canada!
Located in Montréal’s downtown
centre, Fairmont

The Queen
Elizabeth is set
to reopen in June
after its yearlong
renovation.
All 950 guest
rooms, including
the John Lennon
& Yoko Ono Suite,
where the couple
recorded “Give

Peace a Chance,”
will sport bright
interiors and
updated tech features. Among the
improvements: an
expanded 24-hour
wellness centre
and a new urban
market focussed
on local producers.

ride off the calories using Montréal’s
public bike-sharing system, but quickly
get sucked back to the food trail. The
tomahawk steaks on display at Boucherie Grinder in tidy, polished Griffintown hang like museum pieces. In
the adjacent Little Burgundy district,
Patrice Pâtissier showcases note-perfect chocolate cakes and croissants. On
days like this, when it’s warm enough
to eat on a patio – “terracing” is a verb
in Montréal – restaurant gardens facing Little Burgundy’s Parc Vinet come
alive as small happy kingdoms.
At a certain point, we stop soliciting
suggestions and start making them.
Do not fear the horse tartare at Hôtel
Herman – it’s a ride worth taking, and
the restaurant is probably the coolest in
town, if not in all of Canada. Hoogan et
Beaufort will charm you with a sophisticated industrial vibe and stupendous
handmade strozzapreti with sea urchin.
If nothing else, let the city’s bestknown bartender, Claude Masson, a
dapper barman for more than 30 years,
fix you a perfect dry martini at venerable
Restaurant L’Express. With mason jars
of cornichons and jugs of Dijon on the bar
and locals piling in, you really don’t need
to be anywhere else in Montréal. Even
food pilgrims sit and linger for a bit. But if
you want a suggestion, turn to a friendly
stranger, hand over a cocktail serviette
and a pen, and ask where to go.

With breathtaking views of the famed Acropolis and the Parthenon,
the Hotel Grande Bretagne and the King George, situated exactly next to each other,
enjoy an ideal location right in the center of Athens
and offer unrivaled perspectives of the city’s mythical history.

Grande Bretagne ΜΗ.Τ.Ε.: 0206K015A0021500
King George ΜΗ.Τ.Ε.: 0206K015A0000701

H o t e l s t H at d e f i n e
t H e d e s t i n at i o n ™

WILDERNESS
FRONTIERS
2017 ALASKA SAILINGS ABOARD SILVER SHADOW
Come experience the Inside Passage from an insider’s
perspective. Experience wildlife than can be counted: bears, bald
eagles, moose, deer, whales, spawning salmon. Alaska’s immensity
overwhelms. Yet ironically amid the majesty of North America’s
largest state, it is only aboard a smaller ship that you can
appreciate such grandeur. Embrace your sense of adventure with
Dog Sledding on a snow covered glacier or appreciate the beauty
and wonder of Alaska during a glacier trek and helicopter ride.
7-day Alaska voyages depart from May to August 2017.
Fares from US$4,250pp (based on Voyage 3712, Vista Suite).
Virtuoso Alaska Voyages: 3712, 3714, 3716, 3718, 3720, 3722, 3724.

COMPLIMENTARY SCENIC
TRAIN TRANSFER

Guests aboard Silversea Alaska cruises
that begin or end in Seward will enjoy
a complimentary 4.5hr scenic train ride
between Seward and Anchorage, along the
Alaskan Kenai Peninsula.
Seward

Hubbard Glacier
Skagway
Juneau
Sitka

Ketchikan
Inside Passage

Vancouver

Intimate Ships s Ocean-view Suites s Butler Service s Complimentary Wine, Champagne & Spirits s Menu by Relais & Châteaux s Included Gratuities

For more information or a copy of the
2017 Silversea brochure, please contact
your Virtuoso Travel Advisor.
Fares are cruise-only, quoted in US Dollars, per person, double occupancy, are correct at time of going to print and may rise as the sailing date approaches. Terms & Conditions apply, visit Silversea.com

PROMOTION

VIRTUOSO LIFE EXCLUSIVE OFFERS
• BREATHTAKING VIEWS OF CHICAGO

Perched above North Michigan Avenue and the River North neighbourhood,
along the Chicago River, Trump International Hotel & Tower Chicago is the
city’s most enviable address. Spacious guest rooms — starting at 46 square
metres — afford incredible water and city views through huge floor-to-ceiling
windows and feature fully equipped kitchenettes for guests’ convenience. On
the 16th storey, with fantastic views of its own, Sixteen restaurant offers
modern American cuisine and an impressive wine selection.
In warmer months, dine alfresco at The Terrace at Trump and gaze out at the
city’s renowned architectural feats. The Spa at Trump features an extensive
menu of massages, facials, hydrotherapy services, manicures and pedicures,
and signature local beauty treatments. A state-of-the-art fitness centre boasts
an indoor heated swimming pool, yoga studio, and experienced personal
trainers. Steps from the hotels, you’ll find luxury boutiques on the worldrenowned Magnificent Mile.

Connect with your Virtuoso travel advisor for rates. Available throughout 2017. Virtuoso exclusive
amenities include a room upgrade; early check-in and late checkout, if available; breakfast daily; a
US$100 (approx. AU$132/NZ$137) hotel credit; seasonal gift; Wi-Fi; and more.

• EXPLORING THE SONOMA VALLEY WINE COUNTRY

Join Revealed California in California’s Sonoma Valley, just an hour north of
the Golden Gate Bridge. Partake of fine dining at a St. Francis Winery winepairing lunch, then enjoy fine vintages during a mountaintop tasting at the
nearby scenic Kunde Winery. Hike in the majestic Armstrong Redwoods with
a private guide and drink in the natural splendour of the region.

Virtuoso rates from US$7,040 (approx. AU$9,189/NZ$9,626) per person. Connect with your Virtuoso travel
advisor for dates. Virtuoso exclusive amenities include a room upgrade, if available, at Fairmont Sonoma
Mission Inn & Spa; breakfast daily; a US$100 (approx. AU$132/NZ$137) spa credit; and more.

• VICTORIA FALLS, CAPE TOWN, AND KRUGER NATIONAL PARK

Vibrant in culture, astounding in its beauty, and full of natural wonders, South
Africa brims with adventure and luxury. African Travel introduces you to the
best of the region, from spectacular Cape Town to vast Kruger National Park
to thunderous Victoria Falls. Game drives introduce you to Africa’s Big Five:
leopard, rhino, elephant, Cape buffalo, and the mighty lion. As an added
bonus, head out on a Kandahar Island picnic-lunch canoe safari.

Virtuoso fares from US$6,995 (approx. AU$9,130/NZ$9,564) per person. Book by 31 May 2017. Includes
most meals, tours, game drives, and more.

• EXTRA TO SPEND ON DINING AND SPA TREATMENTS

Dine well and relax in style at The Fullerton Bay Hotel Singapore, where
Virtuoso guests are treated to world-class accommodations, detailed
architecture, and valued art. Along with fine dining and spa pampering, the
Fullerton Bay offers a unique blend of new and historic.

Connect with your Virtuoso travel advisor for rates. Available until 30 December 2017. Virtuoso exclusive
experience includes breakfast for two, a SGD200 (approx. AU$187/NZ$194) dining and spa credit; internet
access, handy phone use, and a complimentary Heritage Tour.

• JOURNEY THROUGH THE STEPPE

Join Nomadic Expeditions for a 12-night journey to Mongolia to take part in
the celebrations surrounding Ulaanbaatar’s cherished Naadam Games — an
unforgettable festival of wrestling, archery, and horse racing. Explore the cliffs and
canyons of the Gobi, cross the steppe in search of the world’s last wild horses, and
discover the ruins of ancient cities, temples, and eighth-century Turkic monuments
on this fascinating introduction to the people and culture of Mongolia.

Virtuoso rates from US$6,795 (approx. AU$8,869/NZ$9,291) per person, double occupancy. Departs 6
July 2017.

Souvenir

Amsterdam

Amsterdam’s peaked-roof
canal houses, set on narrow
brick streets overlooking
dreamy winding waterways,
make an ideal backdrop for a
painting – fitting, given that
the city is home to thousands
of priceless artworks. My
husband and I visited the
van Goghs and Rembrandts
in the mornings, wandering
down sidewalks while cyclists
whizzed by on their way to
work. If biking is the quickest way to get around the
city, the most relaxing is by
water, especially when it’s on
De L’Europe Amsterdam’s
gorgeous wooden salon boat,
available only to guests. And
while Amsterdam wears its
seventeenth-century charm
well, its boutiques reveal a
more contemporary aesthetic:
I found the best ceramics
and jewellery at stores along
The Nine Streets, iridescent
office accessories at Hay, and
modern housewares at Dille
& Kamille. – Korena Bolding
Sinnett, associate art director

De L’Europe Amsterdam

Amsterdam finds from Hay (tray, pen,
and eraser), Anna + Nina (pin), Dille &
Kamille (ruler), and the Anne Frank
House (diary postcard).

TIP: End a shopping spree on The Nine Streets with one of Van Stapele Koekmakerij’s signature biscuits, made with rich Valrhona
cocoa and a white-chocolate filling.
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(PRODUCTS) CHRIS PLAVIDAL/STYLING BY HEIDI ADAMS, (HOTEL) KORENA BOLDING SINNETT

Storied museums and modern
boutiques in the Netherlands’ capital.

Photo courtesy of Virtuoso traveller, Sharon Amaya

THE BEST WAY TO DEFINE LUXURY IS YOURS.

The best travel experiences uniquely reflect
you — your personality, preferences, and style. It’s a matter of personal taste. So whether it’s making new
friends or anything that makes your trips extraordinary, put us to the test. It’s personal for us, too — every
client, every detail, every time.

If you do not currently work with a travel advisor, it’s easy to find the one
who’s right for you by using the Virtuoso advisor catalogue on virtuoso.com.
The world’s finest travel agencies and advisors are Virtuoso.

The Perks of Being Our Client
With us, you can expect upgrades, special touches, and
true Virtuoso treatment. Whether for a weekend escape
or longer, more complex itinerary, we’ll ensure all
of your travels are nothing short of extraordinary.

The world’s finest travel agencies and advisors are Virtuoso.

If you do not currently work with a travel advisor, it’s easy to find the one
who’s right for you by using the Virtuoso advisor catalogue on virtuoso.com.

